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Abstract—This paper analyzes the electricity prices of the MIBEL
electricity spot market with respect to a set of possible explanatory
variables. Understanding the main drivers of the electricity price is
a key aspect in understanding price formation and in developing
forecasting models, which are essential for the selling and buying
strategies of market agents. For this analysis, different techniques
have been applied in this work, including standard and lasso
regression models, causal analysis based on bayesian networks and
classification trees. Results from the different approaches are
coherent and show strong dependency of the electricity prices with
the Portuguese imported coal for lower non-dispatchable net
demands, which has been progressively replaced by gas for larger
non-dispatchable net demands. Hydro reservoirs and hydro
production are also main explanatory variables of the electricity
price for all non-dispatchable net demand levels.
Index Terms— MIBEL electricity price, explanatory models, lasso
regression, causal models, classification trees.

I. INTRODUCTION
While there exists a huge amount of works dealing with
electricity markets price forecasting (with a very large range of
approaches and references that can be found for example in [1]),
not so many works focus on explaining and analyzing the main
causal explanatory drivers of electricity prices. Forecasting is of
utter importance to help market agents in developing strategies
for electricity trading (for the medium and short term horizons)
or for expansion planning (for the long term horizons). However,
explanatory price analysis with causality models may provide a
very useful preliminary understanding, that can guide the
forecasting modelling process in selecting the appropriate
modelling and data segmentation techniques, and help market
agents prepare different strategies for different market scenarios.
Indeed, as argued in [2] or [3], explanation is about
understanding relationships and the reason why certain things
happen and others do not, and is strongly related to the
understanding of causes and effects, even if causal explanation
and good explanatory models are often assumed to possess
predictive power. On the contrary, prediction is about
anticipating, estimating or forecasting what may happen in the
future. Some prediction models are based only on correlations,
but since correlations are not indicators of cause and effect,
predictive models may have no real explanatory power.
Differences among explanation and prediction are important
since each type of model has its uses and can be better than the
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other, depending on the context and on what it is expected from
it [2], [3].
The causal analysis of electricity markets price is a key step for
understanding its main drivers and for designing forecasting
models. In [4], the authors combine clustering techniques (e.g., kmeans, Bayesian clustering) and correlation functions to
construct visual plots that relate MIBEL price and exogenous
variables (e.g., nuclear, coal, hydro generation). This work only
provides an exploratory analysis of the data and correlation
between variables, but do not provide a detailed analysis of
causality between variables and non-linear relations. In [5], the
authors explore machine learning algorithms, like bagging and
random forests, to identify the most relevant variables to forecast
MIBEL market price. This work is oriented to the forecasting task
and applies “black-box” methods that are not very informative for
decision-makers.
Non-parametric regression is used in [6] to study the impact of
wind power penetration in the Nord Pool’s Elspot market prices.
The proposed method identified that the price distribution is nonGaussian and that wind power penetration has a high impact in
the distribution shape and price level (i.e., decreases with the
wind power penetration). However, the analysis was only focused
in a bivariate relation between wind energy and prices and do not
considered cross-relations between other variables and causality
analysis. The authors of [7] were the first ones to apply causality
models to study the prices of oil, gas, coal and weekly Nordic and
German electricity, with German wind power and Nordic water
reservoir levels as exogenous variables. Only linear causality
models were used: vector autoregression (VAR) model, the
vector error correction model (VECM) and the linear nonGaussian acyclic model (LiNGAM).
This paper applies a set of explanatory models in the MIBEL
electricity market spot price, including causal Bayesian networks,
to provide a better understanding of the price main drivers. It is
organized as follows. Next section summarizes the
methodological aspects and the data preparation; Section III focus
on regression analysis; Section IV on causal Bayesian network
models; Section V on classification trees; and Section VI presents
the main conclusions.
II. METHODOLOGY AND DATA USED
The main objective of this work is to explain the MIBEL
hourly spot market price, PMD_Pt (in €/MWh), by finding the
main explanatory variables and relevant causal relationships

among them [8]. The time period selected was 2015-2017. Note
that Spanish and Portuguese MIBEL spot prices coincide except
when market splitting occurs [9], which is a very rare event (less
than 6% in the selected dataset).
The applied methodology consists in the following steps:
1. Feature engineering, aiming to select the appropriate
variables or combination of them
2. Regression models and Lasso features selection
3. Causal Bayesian networks
4. Clustering of daily curves and classification trees
In the first step of feature engineering, an initial iterative
process was used to decide the initial set of variables, where
initial hypothesis needed to be discarded based on prior
knowledge and numerical preliminary analysis:
 Since Spanish nuclear plants usually operate at maximum
capacity, it is the role of dispatchable technologies (pumpstorage, hydro, coal and gas units) to supply the net nondispatchable demand. For this reason, in this paper, the net
demand, denoted by CONSNET, refers to the total demand
minus nuclear, wind and solar generations.
 Hourly prices are then determined by the last cleared selling
bid that corresponds mainly to coal, gas, hydro or pumpstorage units, depending on the costs of coal and gas plants,
and on the net load amount. Hydro and pump-storage plants
usually sell at the thermal substitution cost (being the cost
of the next available thermal generation).
 Since hydro generation has a strategic behavior in market
prices, hydro reservoirs should also play an important role
in price formation.
 High correlations among potential explanatory variables
(see later) should be avoided.
Therefore, the following variables were considered for this
analysis:
 Hourly MIBEL (Portuguese side) price, PMD_Pt
(€/MWh)
 Hourly cleared productions (in MWh, from pdbc_stota
files in [10]):
o CN: Spanish coal plants burning Spanish coal
o CI_ES: Spanish coal plants burning imported coal
o CI_PT: Portuguese coal plants burning imported coal
o CC: combined cycle plants
o EXP: net balance between exported and imported
energy (with France and Morocco)
o HID: hydro plants
o BOMB: pump-storage units consumption (only)
 Daily fuel costs (in €/MWh)
o PR_C: average coal price (API2, [11], including CO2
emissions prices [12], multiplied by the plants average
emission factor [13])
o PR_G: average gas price (TTF, [14], including CO2
emissions price multiplied by the plants average
emission factor [13])
 Monthly hydro reservoirs data (in MWh), [15]
o RES_HID_ES: equivalent energy stored in the Spanish
hydro reservoirs.
o RES_HID_PT: equivalent energy stored in the Spanish
hydro reservoirs.

In order to facilitate the analysis, non-hourly variables were
made hourly by replicating their values at the corresponding
hours.
In addition, since significant correlations were expected, a
preliminary correlation analysis was performed (Figure 1).
CONSNET was ruled out as an explanatory variable due to strong
multi-collinearity.

Possible independencies

Figure 1: Pearson correlation among variables and dispersion diagrams

Therefore, the data set was divided in CONSNET quartiles, to
eliminate the CONSNET variable. The new correlations for each
CONSNET quartile range data are presented in Figure 2. This
segmentation made sense since (1) prices highly depend on the
marginal technologies which in turn strongly depend on the
CONSNET ranges, and (2) apart from some particular cases (such
as hydro related variables commented later), the rest of variables
did not show very strong correlations.
CONSNET<=6012
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Figure 2: Pearson correlation among variables per CONSNET quartile

III. REGRESSION ANALYSIS AND FEATURE SELECTION
Standard linear regression models were estimated for each
quartile to explain the price as a function of the independent
variables:
𝑃𝑀𝐷_𝑃𝑡 = f(𝐶𝑁, 𝐶𝐼_𝐸𝑆, 𝐶𝐼_𝑃𝑇, 𝐶𝐶, 𝐻𝐼𝐷, 𝐸𝑋𝑃,
𝐵𝑂𝑀𝐵, 𝑃𝑅_𝐺, 𝑃𝑅_𝐶, 𝑅𝐸𝑆_𝐻𝐼𝐷_𝐸𝑆, 𝑅𝐸𝑆_𝐻𝐼𝐷_𝐸𝑆)

(1)

Results are shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, the adjusted
coefficients of determination (R2) for each quartile were high,
indicating that much of the variability of the price is explained by
the significant variables. However, the significance of these
variables, as expected, changes among quartiles.

s com as variáveis anteriores
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Before commenting the results, Lasso regression was also used
for feature selection [16]. Lasso regression minimizes the mean
squared error but adds a term to penalize the model complexity:
2

𝑂𝐹𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑜 = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) + 𝑐 ∑|𝛽𝑗 |
𝑖

CONSNET>12937

To identify the most important explanatory variables for each
quartile, the standardized regression coefficients were plotted in
Figure 4.
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Figure 5: feature selection with Lasso regression

Figure 3: linear regressions per CONSNET quartile
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where the first term is the error minimized in the standard
regression, being j the coefficients of the regressors xij, yi the
variable of interest (subindex i refers to the sample number) and
c a penalty coefficient to weight the penalty term. Figure 5 shows
the results of the Lasso regression when the weight c of the model
complexity is progressively reduced, allowing to order the
regressors by how much they explain the dependent variable.
All data
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𝑗

(2)
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From Figure 4 and Figure 5, several conclusions can be drawn:
 For very low net demand, the most relevant variable is CI_PT,
where coal is probably the marginal technology, being
cheaper than gas for most of the analyzed period (and cheaper
than Spanish national or imported coal due to the additional
7% tax applied in Spain [17], recently eliminated). The next
variable is RES_HID_PT, very relevant for all quartiles,
indicating that prices are highly conditioned by the hydro
reservoirs, with a negative coefficient reflecting that prices
increase when hydro reservoirs decrease. Note that
RES_HID_PT is correlated with RES_HID_ES and even with
HID, so it is probably the combination of all hydro reservoirs
and cleared hydro generation that explain prices. The third
variable is the coal variable cost, which is consistent with coal
plants being marginal.
 For medium-low net demand, the most relevant variable
becomes RES_HID_PT, followed by PR_G and CI_ES. This
may correspond to imported coal from Spanish plants and gas
plants becoming marginal.
 For medium-high and high net demands, the most relevant
variable is PR_G, followed by RES_HID_PT, and, in third
place, CN. Indeed, for large net demand, national Spanish coal
and combined cycle plants become marginal and determine
the hourly price. Hydro reservoirs and hydro production are
still relevant, as for all net load ranges, since, as indicated
before, prices are always very influenced by hydro generation
availability.
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Figure 4: standardized regression coefficients per CONSNET quartile

IV. CAUSALITY ANALYSIS
Standard statistical analysis (regression, estimation, etc.) aims
to assess parameters of a distribution from samples of that
distribution, to infer associations among variables, estimate the
likelihood of past and future events, and update the likelihood of
events in light of new measurements. Causal analysis goes one-

step further, aiming to infer, not only the likelihood of events
under static conditions, but also the dynamics of events under
changing conditions, such as those induced by treatments or
external interventions. Causality cannot be deduced, in general,
from association, since causal assumptions cannot be veriﬁed
unless a controlled experiment is performed. While association
can be defined in terms of a joint distribution of observed
variables, causality cannot and requires additional causal
assumptions [18]. In fact, there is strong debate on the possibility
of discovering causal relations from data, which depend very
much on the assumptions that can be done on the data used [19],
[20]. Some very common assumptions are the Causal Markov
Condition (or CMC, that matches the absence of particular causal
relations with independence relations in the distribution, and
dependence relations with the presence of causal connections),
and the faithfulness condition (the only independencies among
the variables are those entailed by the CMC) [19], [20]. Both in
conjunction enable the inference from independence and
dependence constraints in a probability distribution to features of
the underlying causal structure (even though they do not identify
the causal structure uniquely in all cases). Causality is very often
represented with Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG, also known as
Bayesian Networks [21]), with the causal relationships among the
dataset variables (the nodes of the DAG) being the oriented edges
among them. These networks are such that the joint probability
density function of all variables can be computed as the product
of the individual density functions of each node, conditional on
their parent variables.
In this paper, the Fast Greedy Equivalence Search (FGES [22],
based on [23]) has been used to compute the DAG that best
explains each dataset (one for each of the CONSNET quartiles).
To build the DAG the FGES algorithm maximizes the BIC
scoring function [24], which is the likelihood of the model
parameters penalized by the model complexity:
𝐵𝐼𝐶 = 2 ∙ ln 𝐿(𝜃̂) − 𝑐 ∙ 𝑘 ∙ ln(𝑛)

 For low net demand, CI_PT, PR_C, BOMB, CI_ES,
RES_HID_PT and HID seem to have significant causal
influence (from higher to lower) on PMD_Pt. The strong
influence of the Spanish water reservoirs (RES_HID_ES) can
be noted on the Portuguese ones (RES_HID_PT). Fuel prices
(PR_C and PR_G) also have a strong influence on the water
reservoirs. The influence of PR_G on RES_HID_PT and
PR_C on RES_HID_ES remains for all net demand quartiles,
showing an asymmetry that could deserve further analysis.
 For medium-low net demand, RES_HID_PT increases its
influence on PMD_Pt while CI_PT and BOMB decrease
theirs. To a lower extent, coal productions (CN and CI_ES)
also have causal influence on PMD_Pt; the first increases with
net demand, while the second one decreases.
 For medium-high and high net demands, PR_G becomes the
most relevant variable, followed by RES_HID_PT, HID, and,
to a lower extent, by gas production (CC), and coal
productions (CN and CI_ES). PR_G, CN and CC increase
their influence for larger net demand, while CI_ES decreases.
CONSNET<=6012
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(3)

where 𝐿(𝜃̂) is the likelihood of the estimated model parameters
𝜃̂, c is a penalty coefficient that penalize the model complexity
given by kln(n), being k the number of model parameters and n
the number of observations used to estimate the model.
Figure 6 shows the four DAG obtained for the data sets
corresponding to each CONSET quartile. Causal relationships
from the parents, the explanatory variables, to their children, the
explained variables, are represented using arrows. To help
building the DAG, PMD_Pt was constrained to not be the cause
of any other variable (although the amount of pump storage
consumption depends on the hourly prices differential), and that
CONSNET, PR_G and PR_C could only be causes of other
variables. The thickness of the arrows reflects the relative
importance of the relationship set by each edge, with respect to
all other edges, by computing how much the BIC of the model
improves with this connection:
𝐵𝐼𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤_𝑥
𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤_𝑥) =
(4)
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝐵𝐼𝐶
From the DAGs in Figure 6, most previous conclusions are
confirmed, while additional causal relationships among some of
the other variables can also be observed:

Figure 6: causal DAG based on FGES identification

V. CLUSTERING DAILY CURVES AND CLASSIFICATION TREES
A final approach to explain prices consisted in computing a set
of representative clusters for hourly independent variables (CN,
CI_ES, CI_PT, CC, EXP, HID, ad BOMB) and prices with kmeans and the Dynamic Time Warp distance [5].
Figure 7 shows price clusters representatives, where the legend
indicates, for each representative, its mean (M), standard
deviation (SD) and number of samples belonging to the cluster
(N). As can be seen, the mean allows to sort prices from lower to
higher values, even if profiles are different, making the
interpretation of the tree easier.

M: 65,1

M: 54,9
M: 48,9
M: 44,7

M: 38,7

 Finally, the eighth leaf corresponds to very low prices
(M23.8) and occurs for low CN and low CI_PT. CONSNET
was particularly low and was supplied by the cheapest
sources. This leaf corresponds to spring (with larger wind
production and lower CONSNET) and weekends.
For leaves 1 to 4, RES_HID_PT was very low in all cases (below
the threshold that appears in the right side of the three), even if it
does not appear explicitly in the left hand side of the tree.

M: 23,8

Figure 7: daily prices clusters representatives

The prices representatives were explained using a
classification tree [5]. The number of leaves was set heuristically
to guarantee a reasonable number of samples in each. Figure 8
shows a simplified version of the tree, where some qualitative
translation was performed from the more quantitative
classification of the original one. To do so, the order of the
clusters representatives was used to, for example, formulate
qualitative decisions instead of referring to cluster numbers. Each
node in the tree shows the relative frequency of the samples
belonging to each price cluster, the total percentage of samples at
this node, and has, below the node, the decision to go to
downwards nodes. The color of the leaves represents the cluster
most frequent in the leaf. From Figure 8 several conclusions can
be drawn:
 The first leaf (18%) in red corresponds to high prices (mainly
clusters M54.9, M65.1 and M48.9) which occur for high CN
production (most expensive coal), low coal prices (PR_C) but
high gas prices (PR_G≥35), and all CONSNET profiles
except the maximum one. In this situation, coal is not enough
to satisfy the demand and therefore gas is needed, gas being
the marginal technology.
 Leaves in blue (5% and 12%), correspond to very high prices
(M65.1and M54.9), and occur for high CN, and either high
coal prices (PR_C>36) or very high CONSNET. Both coal
and gas could be marginal, since either coal price is high
(second leaf from the left) or gas price is high (forth leaf). This
leaf corresponds mainly to winter working days.
 The third leaf corresponds to a wide range of intermediate
prices (the extremes M65.1 and M23.8 were excluded), and
occurs for high CN, low PR_C and low gas prices (PR_G). A
possible reason is that both coal and gas could be marginal but
both with low price ranges.
 The fifth leaf corresponds to intermediate prices (M44.7 and
M38.7) and the sixth to intermediate or high prices (M48.9,
M54.9 and M44.7), and occurs both for low CN, high CI_PT,
and low RES_HID_PT. However, higher prices leaf (sixth) is
for larger CONSNET. These leaves correspond mainly to
non-winter days.
 The seventh leaf corresponds to intermediate or low prices
(M38.7 and M23.8) and corresponds to low CN, high CI_PT
but also high RES_HID_PT, so that probably the larger
amount of hydro reservoirs is lowering prices.

Figure 8: classification tree to explain market prices daily profiles

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The selected variables were able to explain the electricity price
behavior as demonstrated by the results from the different models
applied. Conclusions from the different approaches were
consistent, although the classification tree was harder to interpret.
For most models, the division/segmentation of the data by the net
demand quartiles was very effective and helped to ease their
interpretation.
Variable selection and feature engineering were essential
during the whole modeling process to reach satisfactory results.
For example, it was confirmed that it is not really the amount of
wind or solar generation that is needed to explain the electricity
prices, but rather the amount of net demand (the total load minus
non or almost non dispatchable technologies such as RES
generation or nuclear) still to be supplied with dispatchable
generation. This is essential to be considered for possible future
scenarios with very high solar penetration.
Indeed, as the net demand increases, the production mix
evolves towards more expensive fuel technologies that cause the
final electricity price. While for low net demand pump storage
(that profits from low prices to store water) and low cost coal have
a larger impact on prices, as the net demand increases, more
expensive coal and, above all, natural gas production, become
more relevant to explain prices. Although some of these
conclusions could be more or less obvious, the approach followed
allowed to confirm and to quantify them in a more systematic way
based on the available data.
The influence of hydro production and reservoirs in the price
for all net demands ranges was also confirmed from the available
data. Although this influence was not as clear in the classification
tree, where hydro impact seemed to be limited to lower net
demands, additional analysis showed that its impact was implicit
and a consequence of other explicit tree decisions. In addition, the

classification tree was a powerful tool to characterize prices
seasonality by analyzing by years, months and week-days, the
membership of daily prices to the identified clusters, identifying
those more represented.
The authors are currently applying the same methodologies to
the analysis of the restoration (tertiary) reserve energy and prices
of the Portuguese ancillary services markets.
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